
Chadwick

smart
comfortable
easy
accessible
just right



Introducing the Chadwick chair,
designed by Don Chadwick for Knoll.

Drawing upon 30 years experience 
in designing award-winning furniture, 
Don Chadwick has created a chair 
that is refreshingly simple.

Every detail makes sense. From its
streamlined, athletic appearance to its
smart engineering and use of innovative
materials, Chadwick is the office chair
refined — and redefined.

One chair. Multiple functions. Perfect for
working, meeting or training. Chadwick
is a new definition in affordable seating.

smart





comfortable

Chadwick is designed to anticipate 
and respond to your body’s movements
with energizing comfort features.

The chair sports a number of exclusive
built-in essentials to enhance your
work experience, including Active
Suspension.™

Active Suspension couples a unique
synchronized recline with a proprietary
suspension fabric. Chadwick also
includes a built-in forward tilt and an
ample lumbar curvature.

The result? Chadwick takes its cue
from you, providing a supportive ride
that allows you to navigate comfortably
around your workspace all day long.





easy

Chadwick is anything but complicated. Straightforward adjustment controls,
including seat height and tension knob,
are within easy reach, allowing you to
customize your chair perfectly.

And the optional tilt stop, adjustable
arms and lumbar support let you refine
your posture to accommodate a wide
variety of tasks.





accessible



Chadwick is a chair created for
everyone, offering design that is both
smart and affordable.

The style and scale are suitable for
virtually any office or collaborative 
space in a range of neutrals in warm 
to cool hues.



just right



Knoll O‹ce Seating





The right designer. The right aesthetics.
The right features. The right scale. The
right price.

Chadwick strikes the perfect balance 
of simplicity and innovation that’s just 
right for you.
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Chadwick™

Chadwick is the office chair refined —
and redefined.

Smart  
Chadwick blends smart design with
refreshing simplicity.

Comfortable
Energizing and supportive, Chadwick
provides all-day comfort.

Easy 
Straightforward adjustments allow 
you to change positions instantly.

Accessible
Uncomplicated style and suitable scale
at an affordable price.

Just right. 
The right designer. The right aesthetics.
The right features. The right scale. The
right price.
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